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Cover and this page: GT WITH GT1 PACKAGE SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)

The way we see it, no one ever said, give it a bit. No one ever said, give  
it less. The world was not built by half-measures, or the half-hearted.  
So we say, Give It Everything. Here’s to going all in as you go all out. 
Embracing all that’s possible, now and tomorrow. With more heart, more 
vision, and more purpose. Whether you’re building a car, or building a 
life. For those who share this unwavering spirit, we created the first-ever 
2021 K5. Designed to fuel your passion to take on the day.

WHATEVER MOVES YOU,  
GIVE IT EVERYTHING.



*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. †No system, 
no matter how advanced, can compensate for all driver errors and/or driving conditions. Always 
drive safely. 1 See inside back cover for endnote. GT-LINE AWD SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)

Commanding, sleek, and sporty, the all-new 
2021 K5 is made to go bold in every way. With  
a choice of two turbocharged engines and 
available features like a sport-tuned suspension* 
for higher performance. Available all-wheel 
drive*† for all-weather confidence. Advanced 
driver-assistance technologies1*† for extra help 
when you need it. And striking exterior details  
to make your presence known on any road. 

WHETHER YOU’RE PURSUING A BRAVE NEW ENDEAVOR OR POWERING THROUGH 
AN AMBITIOUS DAY, WE DESIGNED THE K5 TO HELP YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN.

PUT YOUR INSPIRATION  
INTO ACTION.



GO FARTHER, PUSH HARDER, AND WHEREVER YOU’RE HEADING, LET THE DYNAMIC 
PERFORMANCE OF K5 KEEP YOUR ADRENALINE PUMPING ON THE ROAD TO GET THERE.

NEVER STOP RAISING 
YOUR GAME.

 ‘‘WHEN I GET IN THE 
AIRPLANE, I FEEL LIKE 
I’M STRAPPING THE 
AIRPLANE ONTO ME 
INSTEAD OF ME TO IT. 
IT’S PART OF ME.’’

 — SAMMY MASON

Aim higher every day. At Kia, this is what we mean by Give It Everything, 
and we celebrate others who share this spirit. Sammy Mason is the perfect 
example. Born into a multi-generational family of pilots, Sammy inherited  
a love of adrenaline and high-performance — along with an unstoppable 
drive to shatter his own limits. He began flying gliders at age 13, soloed  
in a glider at 14, and by 16, he became the youngest airshow pilot in the 
world. “I worked so hard for it — it wasn’t natural,” he says. 

Practicing nearly every day, Sammy became the youngest member of  
the U.S. Advanced Aerobatic Team at 19. And at 25, he faced his fears — 
undergoing intense, underwater escape training — to fulfill his ultimate 
dream of becoming the youngest pilot ever to join the elite Red Bull Air 
Race circuit. Today, Sammy continues to push beyond his limits, winning 
multiple gold medals. “It’s my passion,” he says.



For high-performance thrills, K5’s GT trim features a powerful 2.5L 
turbocharged engine, which unleashes 290 HP and 311 lb.-ft. of torque 
through an 8-speed Dual-Clutch Transmission, plus offers a sport-tuned 
suspension and larger disc brakes with GT calipers.

2.5L TURBO
 GASOLINE DIRECT INJECTION ENGINE* 

 290 HP
WITH 311 LB.-FT. OF TORQUE
 SPORT-TUNED SUSPENSION*

 8-SPEED 
 DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSMISSION*

 19 "ALLOY WHEELS*
*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. †No system, no matter how advanced, can 
compensate for all driver errors and/or driving conditions. Always drive safely. GT WITH GT1 PACKAGE SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)



*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. 2–4 See inside back cover for endnotes. 
†No system, no matter how advanced, can compensate for all driver errors and/or driving conditions. Always drive safely. 
GT-LINE AWD SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)

TRACTION & STABILITY CONTROL 
features include Traction Control System,† 
Electronic Stability Control,† and Vehicle 
Stability Management,† which are designed 
to give you greater peace of mind on some 
slippery roads

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE*†

is available on the LXS and GT-Line trims  
and is designed to enhance traction and 
capability in less-than-ideal conditions

REMOTE START WITH CLIMATE CONTROL2  
VIA UVO LINK3*
allows you to preheat or precool the cabin 
before you get to your car

FROM RAIN - SOAKED CITY STREETS TO SLICK CANYON ROADS, A LITTLE WEATHER WON’T  
STAND IN YOUR WAY WITH THESE AVAILABLE ACTIVE SAFETY AND COMFORT FEATURES.

CONQUER THE ROAD  
WITH CONFIDENCE.

HEATED AMENITIES*
include heated front seats4* and a heated 
steering wheel4* for extra warmth, plus heated 
side mirrors to help tackle frost and fog



1 See inside back cover for endnote. 

Photo by Anthony Bolante ©2019 Puget Sound Business Journal. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.

KIA DRIVE WISE1* 
is a suite of standard and available 
advanced driver-assistance 
technologies that are designed  
to help keep you alert, aware of 
surrounding traffic, and even 
intervene in certain situations to 
help you avoid collisions. Using 
cameras, radar, and sensors,  
Kia Drive Wise includes braking 
technologies, maneuvering 
technologies, and more. You  
can learn about each of these 
impressive features on the 
following pages.

 ‘‘WHEN YOU’RE PURSUING A GOAL, PEOPLE ALWAYS TELL YOU 
THREE COMMON THINGS: PERSEVERANCE, WILLINGNESS TO 
FAIL, COURAGE…. BUT FOR ME IT WAS ALL ABOUT INNOVATION. 
DEVELOPING INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR DAILY SAFET Y 
PROBLEMS IN AEROSPACE AND CONSTRUCTION.’’

 — CALEB CARR

WE CAN ALL USE A LITTLE EXTRA HELP OUT 
THERE, SO WE ENGINEERED K5 WITH THE 
LATEST ADVANCED DRIVER - ASSISTANCE 
TECHNOLOGIES, MANY OF WHICH COME 
STANDARD ON EVERY TRIM.* WE CALL 
THESE FEATURES KIA DRIVE WISE,* 
BECAUSE THEY HELP YOU DRIVE SMARTER 
AMIDST EVERYDAY CHALLENGES.1

CREATE A 
WISER WAY.

Never stop striving. At Kia, we work tirelessly to bring the latest life-changing 
innovations in technology to our products, and Caleb Carr is driven by the 
same mission. His company, Vita Inclinata,® is committed to “developing 
technology to save lives,” with a device that helps increase the success rate  
of helicopter rescues. The autonomous device, called the Load Stability 
System (LSS®), uses motion sensors and high-performance electric ducted 
fans to prevent the rescue basket from spinning out of control while hoisting 
victims in adverse conditions. 

The long journey to creating the LSS® is personal for Caleb. As a teen 
volunteer with a local search-and-rescue, Caleb watched an individual die  
on a mountain because a helicopter was unable to airlift them due to the 
swinging of the basket. Caleb never forgot, and vowed to find a way to fix the 
issue. Persevering through 10 years of trial and error, he has done just that.
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*Optional feature available only on certain trims. 
See Features page for availability. 1 See inside 
back cover for endnote. GT WITH GT1 PACKAGE 
SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)

REAR CROSS-TRAFFIC  
COLLISION-AVOIDANCE ASSIST1* DW 
uses visual and audible alerts that can help 
warn of traffic coming from either side when 
you’re in reverse, and can even automatically 
apply the brakes to help you avoid collisions

FORWARD COLLISION-AVOIDANCE ASSIST 
WITH PEDESTRIAN DETECTION1 DW 
can give visual and audible alerts and even 
automatically apply the brakes when the 
system detects a potential forward collision 
with a vehicle or person in front of you

FORWARD COLLISION-AVOIDANCE  
ASSIST WITH CYCLIST DETECTION  
AND JUNCTION TURNING1* DW 
adds cyclist detection to the feature described 
above, and is also designed to detect 
oncoming vehicles in certain situations like 
making a left turn at an intersection

THESE STANDARD AND AVAILABLE ADVANCED FEATURES ARE DESIGNED 
WITH URBAN DRIVING IN MIND, ENHANCING YOUR ABILITY TO REACT TO 
PEDESTRIANS, CYCLISTS, AND VEHICLES IN YOUR PATH.1

STOP SMARTER. 



LANE KEEPING ASSIST1 DW
can help alert you if it detects the vehicle 
getting close to visible lane markers, and 
apply corrective steering to help prevent 
you from drifting out of your marked lane

HIGH BEAM ASSIST7 DW
is engineered to automatically dim the 
headlights when the system detects  
an oncoming or leading vehicle, then 
return to high beams when vehicles  
are no longer detected

DRIVER ATTENTION WARNING WITH  
LEADING VEHICLE DEPARTURE ALERT6 DW 
is designed to give you a warning signal to 
take a break if it detects inattentive driving 
practices, and also alert you when the vehicle 
ahead pulls away from a standstill 

LANE FOLLOWING ASSIST1 DW 
can provide a degree of automatic steering 
assist to help keep the vehicle centered in  
its lane by analyzing visible lane markings and 
information it detects from the vehicle ahead 

HIGHWAY DRIVING ASSIST1* DW
works with Smart Cruise Control1* and is 
designed to adjust to the speed limit of 
selected controlled-access roads detected 
through the available Navigation system5*

BLIND-SPOT COLLISION-AVOIDANCE 
ASSIST1* DW
is designed to help alert you to vehicles in  
your blind spot, and can even apply corrective 
braking to help you avoid some hazardous 
lane-change decisions

SMART CRUISE CONTROL WITH  
STOP & GO1* DW
is engineered to help maintain a safe distance 
from the vehicle detected in front, by adjusting 
your driving speed, and in some cases, com- 
pletely stopping and resuming again

NAVIGATION-BASED SMART  
CRUISE CONTROL — CURVE1* DW
can adapt to changing speed limits and 
upcoming curves that it detects through  
the available Navigation system5* *Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. 1, 5–7 See 

inside back cover for endnotes. GT WITH GT1 PACKAGE SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)

THESE STANDARD AND AVAILABLE ADVANCED FEATURES CAN HELP KEEP 
YOU ON COURSE AMIDST EVERYDAY CHALLENGES SUCH AS VEHICLES IN 
YOUR BLIND SPOT, CHANGING LANES IN TRAFFIC, AND MORE.1

STAY ON TRACK.

DW = 



*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. 1, 8 See inside  
back cover for endnotes. Simulated screen shown. EX WITH PREMIUM PACKAGE SHOWN

THESE KIA DRIVE WISE FEATURES ARE DESIGNED TO MAKE 
EVERYDAY DRIVING EASIER WITH GUIDANCE, ALERTS, AND 
ACTIVE FUNCTIONS TO HELP YOU AVOID POTENTIAL HAZARDS.1

MASTER EVERYDAY 
CHALLENGES.

PARKING DISTANCE WARNING — 
REVERSE1* DW
can give visual and audible warnings  
if it detects certain objects close  
to the rear of your vehicle when  
you’re in reverse

PARKING COLLISION-AVOIDANCE 
ASSIST — REVERSE1* DW
is designed to enhance the above 
feature by adding the ability to apply 
the brakes when it detects an object 
or person close behind your vehicle

REAR VIEW MONITOR  
WITH PARKING GUIDANCE1 DW
uses the large center screen to help 
you see what’s behind your vehicle, 
and includes guidelines that adjust to 
follow the direction you’re turning 

SAFE EXIT ASSIST1 DW 
can alert driver and passengers to 
potential hazards approaching from 
behind when exiting the vehicle,  
and has an available active locking 
feature* that can automatically 
activate the power child locks until  
the hazard has passed

REAR OCCUPANT ALERT8

is designed to display a reminder 
message on the dashboard to check 
the rear seat for occupants at the  
end of your drive

DW = 



*Optional features shown available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. 
Simulated screen shown. GT-LINE AWD SPECIAL EDITION SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)

 ‘‘WE ALL DESERVE BEAUTIFUL AND 
HEALTHY SPACES, WITHIN INDIVIDUAL 
BUILDINGS AND ACROSS COMMUNITIES. 
GOOD DESIGN CAN BE TRANSFORMATIVE 
AND SHAPE AN ENVIRONMENT OF 
BELONGING, WARMTH, AND COMFORT.’’

  — DANA MCKINNEY

Design to inspire. We crafted K5’s cabin to be an empowering, comfortable 
environment to help you pursue new possibilities, and Dana McKinney 
shares the same vision in what she creates. As an architect and urban 
planner, Dana is committed to putting the power of architecture to work  
for those who need it most. 

An outspoken advocate for social justice through design, she’s passionate 
about integrating wellness, policy, and economics into innovative structures 
and spaces to benefit vulnerable populations such as older adults, the 
formerly incarcerated, and those experiencing homelessness. “I want  
to make beautiful spaces and buildings, but for all people, not just the 
wealthy,” she says. “It’s really important that architecture and urban 
planning are not mutually exclusive.”

THE ADVANCED, CONNECTED, AND 
BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED INTERIOR IS 
DESIGNED TO EMPOWER YOU IN ALL 
THAT YOU SET OUT TO DO.

MAKE YOUR  
OWN WAY.



*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. 2, 4, 5 See 
inside back cover for endnotes. Simulated screen shown. EX WITH PREMIUM PACKAGE SHOWN

VEHICLE CONTROL VIA VOICE5*
with Natural Language Understanding 
lets you speak casually to control a 
variety of features by giving simple 
requests such as “turn on the A/C” or 
“turn on the seat heater”4

10.25" TOUCH SCREEN WITH  
NAVIGATION SYSTEM5*
features high-resolution graphics and 
split-screen mode

SMART KEY* 
allows you to lock/unlock the vehicle, 
start the engine, and open the Smart 
Trunk* — all without taking the Smart 
Key* out of your pocket or bag

REMOTE ENGINE START2* 
lets you start the engine and 
automatically set the cabin temperature 
to 72°F from outside the vehicle by 
pushing a button on the Smart Key*

LEATHER-WRAPPED  
D-SHAPED STEERING WHEEL  
WITH PADDLE SHIFTERS*
and a leather-wrapped shifter* enhance 
the sporty feel of the GT’s cockpit

ELECTRONIC PARKING BRAKE 
includes an Auto-Hold function for use 
while driving, which is designed to help 
prevent rolling when stopped in traffic  
or on an incline

THE DRIVER- CENTRIC COCKPIT PUTS 
YOU IN CONTROL WITH THESE PREMIUM 
STANDARD AND AVAILABLE FEATURES.

COMMAND 
EACH  
MOMENT. 



*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features 
page for availability. 5, 9–13 See inside back cover for endnotes. 
Image shown for illustration only. Simulated screen shown. EX 
WITH PREMIUM PACKAGE SHOWN

BOSE PREMIUM AUDIO9*
includes 12 high-performance speakers 
and surround sound

WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY*
via standard Bluetooth®10 technology 
with available multi-phone connectivity,* 
and a drop-in wireless smartphone 
charger11* for convenient charging

APPLE CarPlay®12 & ANDROID AUTOTM13 
come standard either as wireless* or 
plug-in function depending on trim to let 
you play music, send texts, and use phone- 
based navigation via voice command5 on 
your compatible smartphone

FIVE USB PORTS*
located throughout the cabin to charge 
everyone’s devices

 12-SPEAKER BOSE9

 PREMIUM AUDIO*

 WIRELESS SMARTPHONE CHARGER11*

WIRELESS*

 APPLE  CarPlay®12

 ANDROID  AUTOTM13

 10.25 " LCD TOUCH SCREEN5*

 REAR-PASSENGER USB PORTS*



WE’LL COVER THE FIRST YEAR
of your UVO subscription fees starting 
from the original purchase/lease date3  
to help get you rolling

DOWNLOAD THE KIA ACCESS WITH 
UVO link APP
from the App Store®12 or Google PlayTM13 
Store to make the most of UVO and its 
remote features2

UVO link3* IS KIA’S AVAILABLE  
SMART TELEMATICS SYSTEM THAT 
INTEGRATES WITH YOUR COMPATIBLE 
SMARTPHONE AND SMART SPEAKER 
VIA AN EMBEDDED MODEM TO HANDLE 
AN ARRAY OF CONVENIENT TASKS. 

LET UVO  
TAKE CARE  
OF THAT.

*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability.  
2, 3, 12–17 See inside back cover for endnotes. EX WITH PREMIUM PACKAGE SHOWN

GO TO OWNERS.KIA.COM OR DOWNLOAD THE KIA ACCESS WITH UVO link APP TO ACTIVATE

CONNECTED ROUTING*
uses real-time and historical traffic  
data to determine the most efficient 
route from your current location to  
your requested destination

IN-VEHICLE NOTIFICATION CENTER*
provides notifications on maintenance 
scheduling, your warranty, and other 
important info

NEXT GEN CONNECTED NOTIFICATION*
shows your battery status, low-fuel 
warning, and more 

CONNECTED USER PROFILE*
can sync your vehicle profile and share 
selected settings with other compatible 
vehicles, plus lets you view and change 
applicable vehicle settings from your  
Kia Owner’s app

ENGINE IDLE NOTIFICATION & 
AUTOMATIC ENGINE SHUT OFF*
lets you pre-set a duration of time to  
be notified if the engine is left idling, 
after which the engine will shut off

911 CONNECT 14*  
& ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE15*
will automatically attempt to call  
911 if your airbags deploy — or for 
non-emergencies, it can connect you 
with 24/7 roadside assistance

UVO & SMART SPEAKER INTEGRATION
lets you link your home assistant with UVO 
to control some of the remote functions2 
on your Kia. Just enable the UVO Skill in 
the Amazon Alexa16 app or link the UVO 
Agent on the Google Assistant17 app on 
your compatible smartphone* 



*Optional feature available only on certain trims. See Features page for availability. 
4 See inside back cover for endnote. EX WITH PREMIUM PACKAGE SHOWN

LEATHERETTE SEAT TRIM*
is soft yet durable with premium, modern style

10-WAY POWER-ADJUSTABLE FRONT SEATS  
INCLUDING 2-WAY LUMBAR SUPPORT* 
with Integrated Memory System* remembers 
the driver’s seat position and outside mirror 
settings for two drivers

HEATED & VENTILATED FRONT SEATS4*
have multiple settings to help keep you  
warm or cool

DUAL ZONE — FULL AUTOMATIC 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
lets you create personalized climate zones

PANORAMIC SUNROOF*
with a power sunshade provides plenty of 
fresh air and a wide-open feeling

WE CRAFTED K5’S CABIN TO BE THOROUGHLY 
COMFORTABLE, SPORTY, AND FILLED WITH 
AN IMPRESSIVE RANGE OF AVAILABLE 
PREMIUM FEATURES.

FIND YOUR  
SWEET SPOT.



INDUSTRY- LEADING WARRANTY PROGRAM18

10 -YEAR/100,000 -MILE LIMITED POWERTRAIN WARRANTY

5 -YEAR/60,000 -MILE LIMITED BASIC WARRANTY

5 -YEAR/100,000 -MILE LIMITED ANTI -PERFORATION WARRANTY

5 -YEAR/60,000 -MILE 24 -HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

OWNING A KIA MEANS YOU CAN PURSUE WHAT 
YOU LOVE, MILE AFTER MILE, WITH CONFIDENCE.

KEEP ON GOING.  
WE’LL KEEP  
YOU COVERED.

BLACK LEATHERETTE  
W/RED ACCENTS (GT)

ASH BLUE LEATHERETTE 
(EX)

SAND LEATHERETTE  
(EX)

BLACK LEATHERETTE  
(EX)

RED LEATHERETTE  
W/BLACK INSERTS (GT-LINE)

BLACK COMBI 
(GT-LINE)

SAND CLOTH  
(LXS)

BLACK CLOTH  
(LX, LXS)

INTERIOR COLORS

CRYSTAL BEIGE†

(LXS, EX)
SAPPHIRE BLUE 
(GT-LINE, EX, GT)

PASSION RED TINTCOAT  
(LX, LXS, GT-LINE, EX, GT)

GRAVITY GRAY 
(LXS, EX)

WOLF GRAY 
(GT-LINE, GT)

EVERLASTING SILVER 
(LX, LXS, EX)

EBONY BLACK 
(LX, LXS, GT-LINE, EX, GT)

GLACIAL WHITE PEARL†  
(LX, LXS, GT-LINE, EX, GT)

EXTERIOR COLORS

18 See inside back cover for endnote. Actual colors may vary from printed brochure. See kia.com/k5 for interior 
combinations. †Late availability. GT-LINE AWD SHOWN (Available Fall 2020)



TRIM OPTIONS AND PACKAGES 
L XS AWD

All-wheel drive

UVO link3/SiriusXM®19

10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat

Heated front seats4

Rear USB charging ports (x2)

GT- LINE AWD

(adds to GT-Line Premium Package)

All-wheel drive

UVO link3/SiriusXM®19

Heated front seats4

Heated steering wheel4

GT- LINE PREMIUM PACKAGE

Smart Cruise Control w/Stop & Go1

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist  
w/Cyclist Detection & Junction Turning1

LED projector headlights

Panoramic sunroof w/LED interior lighting

Wireless smartphone charger11

GT- LINE SPECIAL EDITION

(adds to GT-Line AWD Package)

Wolf Gray exterior paint

Red leatherette seat trim

10.25" touch screen w/Navigation5

Navigation-based Smart Cruise Control — Curve1

Highway Driving Assist1

 
EX PREMIUM PACKAGE

10.25" touch screen w/Navigation5

Navigation-based Smart Cruise Control — Curve1

Highway Driving Assist1

12-speaker Bose9 premium audio system

Active Sound Design

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist  
w/Cyclist Detection & Junction Turning1

Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist — Reverse1

Safe Exit Assist w/lock1

Heated steering wheel4

10-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

2-position Integrated Memory System

LED combination tail lights

Exterior mirrors w/LED turn signals

GT1 PACKAGE

UVO link3/SiriusXM®19

10.25" touch screen w/Navigation5

Navigation-based Smart Cruise Control — Curve1

Highway Driving Assist1

12-speaker Bose9 premium audio system

Active Sound Design

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist  
w/Cyclist Detection & Junction Turning1

Parking Distance Warning — Reverse1

Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist — Reverse1

Safe Exit Assist w/lock1

Ventilated front seats

Heated steering wheel4

Leather-wrapped shifter

10-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

2-position Integrated Memory System

LED projector headlights

1–13, 19, 20 See inside back cover for endnotes. 1 = Standard  = Optional — = Not available

FEATURES

     

MECHANICAL & EXTERIOR

1.6L Turbo 4-cylinder engine 1 1 1 1 —

2.5L Turbo 4-cylinder engine — — — — 1
8-speed Automatic Transmission 1 1 1 1 —

8-speed Dual-Clutch Transmission 
(wet) w/paddle shifters

— — — — 1

All-wheel drive — — —

Sport-tuned suspension — — — — 1
GT performance brakes — — — — 1
Quad-tip dual exhaust — — — — 1
16" alloy wheels 1 1 — — —

18" alloy wheels — — 1 1 —

19" alloy wheels — — — — 1
Drive Mode Select 1 1 1 1 1
Panoramic sunroof  
w/LED interior lighting

— — 1 1

LED reflector headlights 1 1 1 1 1
LED projector headlights — — —

LED Daytime Running Lights 1 1 1 1 1
LED fog lights — — 1 — 1
LED combination tail lights — — 1 1
Gloss black rear spoiler — — 1 — 1

 

INTERIOR & CONVENIENCE

8" touch screen5 w/Bluetooth®10 
wireless technology 1 1 1 1 1

6-speaker AM/FM/HD radio  
audio system 1 1 1 1 1

Apple CarPlay®12 & Android AutoTM13 1 1 1 1 1
UVO link3/Sirius XM®19 — 1
10.25" touch screen5  
w/multi-phone Bluetooth®10  
wireless technology

— —

Navigation5 — —

12-speaker Bose9 premium  
audio system

— — —

USB charging port (front tray) 1 1 1 1 1
Rear USB charging ports (x2) — 1 1 1
4.2" color supervision meter cluster 1 1 1 1 1
Smart Key w/Push Button Start — 1 1 1 1
Remote Engine Start2 (on key fob) — 1 1 1 1
Smart Trunk (open) — 1 1 1 1
Wireless smartphone charger11 — — 1 1
Electronic Parking Brake 1 1 1 1 1
Heated steering wheel4 — —

Dual Zone — Full Automatic 
Temperature Control 1 1 1 1 1

Rear Occupant Alert8 1 1 1 1 1
  

 

     

K IA DRIVE WISE1 

Forward Collision-Avoidance  
Assist w/Pedestrian Detection1 1 1 1 1 1

Forward Collision-Avoidance  
Assist w/Cyclist Detection & 
Junction Turning1

— —

Driver Attention Warning  
w/Leading Vehicle Departure Alert6 1 1 1 1 1

Lane Departure Warning1 1 1 1 1 1
Lane Keeping Assist1 1 1 1 1 1
Lane Following Assist1 1 1 1 1 1
High Beam Assist7 1 1 1 1 1
Rear View Monitor  
w/Parking Guidance1 1 1 1 1 1

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance 
Assist1 — 1 1 1 1

Rear Cross-Traffic  
Collision-Avoidance Assist1 — 1 1 1 1

Parking Distance Warning — Reverse1 — — — 1
Parking Collision-Avoidance  
Assist — Reverse1 — — —

Smart Cruise Control w/Stop & Go1 — —

Navigation-based Smart Cruise 
Control — Curve1 — —

Highway Driving Assist1 — —

Safe Exit Assist1 — 1 1 1 1
  

SEATING & TRIM

Cloth seat trim 1 1 — — —

Cloth & leatherette seat trim — — 1 — —

Leatherette seat trim — — 1 1
Sport bucket seats — — — — 1
10-way power-adjustable  
driver’s seat

— 1 1 1

10-way power-adjustable  
front passenger seat

— — —

Heated front seats4 — 1 1
Ventilated front seats — — — 1
D-shaped steering wheel — — 1 — 1
2-position Integrated  
Memory System

— — —

SAFET Y20

Dual front advanced airbags 1 1 1 1 1
Dual front & rear seat-mounted  
side airbags 1 1 1 1 1

Full-length side curtain airbags 1 1 1 1 1
Driver’s side knee airbag 1 1 1 1 1
Hill-start Assist Control 1 1 1 1 1
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twitter.com/kiafacebook.com/kia

youtube.com/kiainstagram.com/kiamotorsusakia.com

1. These features are not substitutes for safe driving and may not detect all objects surrounding vehicle. Always 
drive safely and use caution. 2. Remote features require a UVO subscription, a compatible smartphone, and a 
wireless signal with good coverage to function. Normal cellular service rates may apply. Do not use remote climate 
control if vehicle is in an enclosed area (e.g., closed garage) or a partially enclosed area without ventilation. Close 
all doors leading from adjacent living areas to the vehicle area before executing a remote climate control command. 
If any door or hatch is not closed properly, the remote lock and unlock functions will not work. 3. Purchase/lease 
of certain 2021 and newer Kia vehicles with UVO link includes a complimentary 1-year subscription starting from 
new vehicle retail sale/lease date as recorded by the dealer. After your complimentary 1-year UVO link subscription 
expires, continued access to the full suite of UVO link services available on your Kia will require a paid subscription 
at the then-current subscription rate or your use of certain UVO link features may immediately terminate. Use of 
UVO is subject to agreement to the UVO Privacy Policy (available at owners.kia.com/us/en/privacy-policy.html) and 
Terms of Service (available at owners.kia.com/us/en/terms-of-service.html). UVO link is transferable to subsequent 
owner during the original UVO link service term. Only use UVO link when safe to do so. Kia Access with UVO link 
app is available from the Apple® App Store® or Google PlayTM Store. Kia Motors America, Inc. reserves the right to 
change or discontinue UVO link at any time without prior notification or incurring any future obligation. Message and 
data rates may apply. Cellular and GPS coverage are required to use most features. UVO link features may vary by 
model, model year, and trim level. Features, specifications, and fees are subject to change. For more on details and 
limitations, visit www.kia.com or your authorized Kia dealer. Apple and App Store are registered trademarks of Apple 
Inc. Google and logos are trademarks of Google LLC. 4. Use extreme caution when using seat warmers or heated 
steering wheel to avoid burns. Refer to the Owner’s Manual for more safety information. 5. Distracted driving can 
result in a loss of vehicle control. When operating a vehicle, never use a handheld device or vehicle system that 
takes your focus away from safe vehicle operation. Navigation is for information purposes only, and Kia does not 
make any warranties about the accuracy of the information. 6. Driver Attention Warning is not a substitute for safe 
driving and may not detect all instances of inattentive driving practices. Failure to pay attention to travel conditions 
and vehicle operation could result in loss of vehicle control. Always drive safely and use caution. 7. High Beam 
Assist does not operate below certain speeds, or in some lighting and driving conditions. Please be aware of your 
surroundings and exercise proper road etiquette when operating a vehicle using the high beams. 8. This system is 
not a substitute for one’s attention. Always check the vehicle interior when exiting the vehicle. 9. Bose is a registered 
trademark of Bose Corporation. 10. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by 
Bluetooth SIG Inc., and any use of such marks by Kia is under license. A compatible Bluetooth®-enabled cell phone 
is required to use Bluetooth® wireless technology. 11. Charging system only works with select devices. Refer to 
the vehicle’s Owner’s Manual for warnings and instructions. 12. Apple, the Apple logo, App Store, Apple CarPlay, 
and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 13. Vehicle user interface is 
a product of Google and its terms and privacy statements apply. Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and 
an Android-compatible smartphone running AndroidTM 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Data plan rates apply. Android Auto is a 
trademark of Google LLC. 14. 911 Connect must be enabled on head unit, and activates after airbag deployment. 
Requires a wireless signal with good coverage to function. 15. 24-hour Roadside Assistance is a service plan 
provided by Kia Motors America, Inc. Limitations apply. See Kia Warranty and Consumer Information Manual for 
details. Requires cellular coverage. 16. Amazon devices are sold separately and require a Wi-Fi internet connection. 
Amazon, Alexa, and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. 17. Google devices are 
sold separately and require a Wi-Fi internet connection. Google, Google Assistant, Google Home, and all related logos 
are trademarks of Google LLC. 18. Warranties include 10-year/100,000-mile powertrain and 5-year/60,000-mile 
basic. All warranties and roadside assistance are limited. See retailer for warranty details. 19. SiriusXM® audio 
and data services each require a subscription. Subscriptions are sold separately, or as a package, by Sirius XM 
Radio Inc. If you decide to continue service after your 3-month All Access trial subscription expires, which is 
included with your newly purchased or leased vehicle, the subscription plan you choose will automatically 
renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. 
Fees and taxes apply. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement at www.siriusxm.com for complete terms and how 
to cancel, which includes calling SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349. All fees and programming subject to change. 
Traffic information not available in all markets. See siriusxm.com/traffic for details. Sirius, XM, SiriusXM, 
Pandora, and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. Satellite and streaming lineups 
may vary slightly. 20. For maximum protection, always wear your seat belt. No system, no matter how advanced, 
can compensate for all driver errors, driving conditions, and/or injury. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE

Type 1.6L Turbo 4-cylinder 2.5L Turbo 4-cylinder

Fuel injection Gasoline Direct Injection Gasoline Direct Injection +  
Multi-Port Injection 

Valve gear DOHC w/Dual CVVD DOHC w/Dual CVVT

Horsepower 180 hp @ 5,500 rpm 290 hp @ 5,800 rpm

Torque 195 lb.-ft. @ 1,500 rpm 311 lb.-ft. @ 1,650 rpm

Transmission 8-speed Automatic Transmission 8-speed Dual-Clutch  
Transmission (wet)

AWD (optional) All-wheel drive

BODY & CHAS SIS

Body type Steel unibody w/Iso-StructureTM construction 

Front suspension Independent, MacPherson struts, coil springs, stabilizer bar

Rear suspension Independent, multi-link

TIRES & BRAKES

Tire size 205/65R16 (LX, LXS), 235/45R18 (GT-Line, EX), 245/40R19 (GT)

Brakes (front/rear) 12-in. disc/11.2-in. disc (LX, LXS, GT-Line, EX) 
13.6-in. disc/12.8-in. disc (GT)

DIMENSIONS

Wheelbase 112.2 in.

Track (front/rear) 64.3 in./64.6 in. (1.6T FWD), 63.7 in./64.0 in. (1.6T AWD),  
63.4 in./63.7 in. (2.5T FWD)

Length 193.1 in.

Width 73.2 in.

Height  56.9 in.

Headroom (front/rear) 40.2 in./37.8 in. 
38.4 in./37.4 in. (w/sunroof)

Shoulder room (front/rear) 58.0 in./56.1 in.

Legroom (front/rear) 46.1 in./35.2 in.

Cargo volume 16 cu. ft.


